CURSED - Merlin, where can I find Merlin? (EP5)
written by

EXT. FOREST - NIGHT
We start as we ended with a shot of Samantha entering the
tree / portal. As she comes out on the other side we see it
is now night and she is stood in a forest.
Moonlight filters in through the leaves on the trees.
Samantha looks around taking it all in, she then looks at
Sean leaning over something
SEAN
Look at what I've found over here
Samantha starts to walk towards him
SEAN (CONT'D)
Someone has left a baby here,
just alone in the woods
Samantha picks up the pace, Sean is bending over.
SAMANTHA
Wait, don't touch the bab
As she is just about to finish the word Sean vanishes in a
zip of light.
Samantha looks back to see if the tree she came through is
still there but it too has vanished. She looks back and now
there is a man stood infront of her.
The man is hooded, his face hidden by shadows. He steps
forward as quick as a flash and grabs Samantha by the neck.
He pushes her back against a tree and holds her up.
MERLIN
Who are you and what are you
doing here?
Samantha is shocked and momentarily stunned and panicked
SAMANTHA
I am... I am looking for Merlin
MERLIN
And who sent you to find The
Merlin?
SAMANTHA
Bri... The dragon, the dragon
sent me
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MERLIN
Why would the Dragon not speak to
The Merlin himself? Why send you
when he and The Merlin are as
one?
Samantha is regaining her composure now, the initial shock
gone replaced by her training and in built calmness
SAMANTHA
Who are you?
MERLIN
I am Merlin!
SAMANTHA
Then it id you I seek
MERLIN
Why do you seek those you do not
know?
SAMANTHA
Who is the baby and why did my
friend vanish when he touched it?
Now it is Merlins turn to be a little on edge
MERLIN
Wait, what? Who are you, and what
happened?
SAMANTHA
Let me go
A hesitation but then he does let her go, she stands and
looks him over. He pulls the hood back to reveal himself
MERLIN
You had better tell me everything
EXT. ALLEYWAY - CONTINUOUS
With a zip of light Sean appears in the alleyway.
BRICKY
What are you doing back, that was
too quick
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SEAN
I touched a baby, and now I am
here. What happened?
BRICKY
Why did you touch the baby?
SEAN
It was just there, I wanted to
make sure it was okay
BRICKY
So let me get this right. You are
sent back to a magical world, to
do one thing and one thing only.
(pause)
You get there, and one of the
first things you see, and you
decide to touch it?
SEAN
Sue me, Send me back then
BRICKY
I cant, do you have any idea of
the power it took just to do it
once. I am going to have to rest
for many moons before I do that
again
SEAN
Christ, is there anything we can
do?
BRICKY
Honestly I thought you were the
more experienced one, the one who
knew when to look and when to
touch. But noooo, that would be
far to easy wouldn't it
SEAN
I made a mistake, give me a break
BRICKY
God I am glad the human stayed, I
can just imagine you we'd have
half of the kingdom knowing the
future as you offer to share the
secrets of making a good scotch
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SEAN
Give it a rest or I will bloody
donate you to a school
BRICKY
Blabbing away, just think it
could change everything
With that Bricky just pops from existence, Sean is standing
alone in the alleyway
SEAN
Shit
EXT. FOREST - MOMENTS LATER
Samantha and Merlin are walking through the forest. Merlin is
carrying the baby as they walk.
MERLIN
So this 'bricky' is the Dragon?
SAMANTHA
Yes and he sent us to find you
MERLIN
But it makes no sense...
SAMANTHA
Why ?
MERLIN
Well I am the Dragon
SAMANTHA
!! So the brick is you?
MERLIN
Well I am the Dragon and the
Dragon is me. We are one in the
same. You cant have one without
the other
SAMANTHA
But why...
MERLIN
That is what I don't understand,
it is as if our whole being has
been split into two.
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Merlin holds out his hands. The baby that it looked like he
was cradling just floats as he continues to walk and talk
MERLIN (CONT'D)
In my left hand you have the
Dragon, and in my right is....
well me.
SAMANTHA
Do you want me to hold the baby?
She holds her arms out
MERLIN
After what happened to your
friend?
SAMANTHA
Good point
(she withdraws her
arms)
Why did that happen?
MERLIN
Bloodlines I am guessing. It is
one of those great cosmic jokes.
Hey here have time travel, but
hey also you cant do anything
that may have an effect on your
future. It kicks you back to your
own time. So do not worry he will
be fine. Think of it as a
recording, a visual record of
what happened
SAMANTHA
But why the baby ?
MERLIN
As I said, bloodlines. Arthur
meet Samantha, Samantha meet
Arthur. Future king of this world
SAMANTHA
That's King Arthur?
MERLIN
The one and only, he and
Excalibur will bring harmony and
peace to this world
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SAMANTHA
Yeah, I'm no...
She clasps her hand to her mouth
MERLIN
It's fine, telling me is fine. I
am one of the immortals
SAMANTHA
Well in my time Arthur is just a
legend
Merlin stops and looks at her
MERLIN
So all this was for nothing, I
fail again?
SAMANTHA
Yes, well no. Oh I don't know.
The worlds not a bad place.
Strange at times, some people are
bad but the world is not bad.
Maybe everything ends up how it
should have ended up
Merlin waves his arms, baby still floating. The world changes
around them. They have left the quiet forest and are now in
the middle of a battlefield. People are fighting left and
right of them, spears flying overhead etc..
EXT. BATTLEFIELD. - CONTINUOUS
MERLIN
Dont worry, you're quite safe.
Only the immortals can see people
skipping in time.
SAMANTHA
What is this?
MERLIN
See that over there?
Merlin points off into the distance
MERLIN (CONT'D)
The bloke on the horse, in silver
armour
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SAMANTHA
Sure
MERLIN
That's Uther
(pause)
You do know who that is?
SAMANTHA
Sure, its his father
MERLIN
Right, this is the day he forces
Excalibur through the stone
A knight comes up to them, he pays no attention to either
Samantha or the baby, he just looks at Merlin
KNIGHT
Merlin, are you here to help?
MERLIN
(to Samantha)
Nine moons it took me last time I
helped Uther, nine moons. I come
back and they want more
KNIGHT
Merlin, I asked you a question.
Now is not the time to be talking
to the dragon
MERLIN
(To knight)
If I choose to help it will be
because I choose too, not because
you ask of it
SAMANTHA
He can't see us?
MERLIN
I told you, a visual record.
People see what they want to see
KNIGHT
Merlin!
MERLIN
(to knight)
Yes yes, If I choose to help you
will know about it.
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The knight spits on the floor near Merlin and Samantha, he
shoos his horse and heads back into battle.
SAMANTHA
Why wont you help?
MERLIN
I spent years nurturing Uther.
All of this would be his
Merlin waves his hand around
MERLIN (CONT'D)
And one night with Igraine. A
moment of weakness and now we
have this, war... death and all
for what?
SAMANTHA
For Arthur...
MERLIN
That is why today must play out
as it does, in time Arthur will
take the throne and then this
will all end
SAMANTHA
I don't.. Can I
MERLIN
It's okay, I know... things never
go to plan
SAMANTHA
I don't think I can tell you
MERLIN
You don't need to, its written
all over your face. He is
supposed to unite the two worlds
(sighs)
I suppose it is your way.
Merlin turns to Samantha
MERLIN (CONT'D)
Lets go somewhere a little
quieter, come
SAMANTHA
Where?
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Merlin waves his hand and the location changes to a cliff
overlooking the sea
EXT. CLIFF - CONTINUOUS
MERLIN
I like it here, this is where I
shall build the castle I think
SAMANTHA
Camelot?
MERLIN
I like it, Camelot
Merlin points at a couple of rocks. He settles the baby (it
floats down to the ground) and he sits on one of the rocks
MERLIN (CONT'D)
Here sit
He beckons the the rock next to him and Samantha comes over
and sits down
MERLIN (CONT'D)
Where to start.....
Samantha sits and she does not interrupt. She knows that
sometimes waiting is a better way to get someone to open up.
MERLIN (CONT'D)
You have to understand I did what
I did for the right reasons
(pause)
You have two worlds, one normal
and one magical.
SAMANTHA
I'm aware...
MERLIN
So, I am in one world, the Dragon
is in another. I am sure you can
figure out what way around
SAMANTHA
But you said you and the Dragon
are one, you are the same
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MERLIN
Well I spoke to Numue, You know
of her?
SAMANTHA
I don't think so
MERLIN
She forged Excalibur, she made me
what I am
SAMANTHA
Oh.. The lady in the lake
MERLIN
Yes, Numue. So this world was
failing. It needed life, it
needed leadership so we hatched a
plan for Uther. You see Uther is
a good man, a just man. He is
however just a man
SAMANTHA
He was lead
(choosing the word
carefully)
astray?
MERLIN
That is one way of putting it. I
think we all are at one point or
another, heck I know I have
SAMANTHA
I'd say it is being led by your
second brain
MERLIN
Hah, that is one way of putting
it. All the strength men have and
yet all that weakness too.
SAMANTHA
Women have it too
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MERLIN
Yes, sorry of course. I was just
speaking out loud. It is a flaw
we all have, love, lust...
desire. We all have it. We all
fall for it at one point or
another
(pause)
Uthers lust caused all that back
there
SAMANTHA
Why didn't you stop him if you
knew it was going to cause this?
MERLIN
The future is a funny thing,
sometimes it is clear, sometimes
it is not. I didn't know for
sure. Suspected yes, but what I
did see was Arthur. So I made a
deal with Uther and now here we
are.
A bolt of lighting crackles in the background, hitting the
sea. It seems slower than normal as it forms, the boom of
thunder that happens at the same time makes Samantha just.
Merlin and the baby don't move, it is like they don't even
hear it
MERLIN (CONT'D)
That was the sword entering the
stone. It is now set, when he
comes of age Arthur will pull it
and be king
SAMANTHA
You said you and the dragon are
one
MERLIN
We are. He is magical, I am
human. Together we are Merlin.
One cannot exist without the
other
SAMANTHA
So if bricky... the dragon is in
our world then Merlin is also
there too?
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MERLIN
He must be. As I said you cant
have one without the other
SAMANTHA
So how do I find him.. You?
MERLIN
Ask the dragon
SAMANTHA
But the dragon does not know, he
is the one who sent me here!
MERLIN
How can he..
(pause)
Come here
Merlin beckons for Samantha to come forward, she does so and
he places his hand on her forehead.
We see flashes of everything we have experienced thus far,
importantly we see the barman pinned against the wall that
was killed at the start of EP4. Everything else is random
Merlin stands suddenly and we are back with him and Samantha,
he starts to pace
MERLIN (CONT'D)
Why would I split the worlds?
SAMANTHA
Split the worlds?
MERLIN
In your time, you have your world
and there world. I don't
understand why I would have done
that!
SAMANTHA
How do you know it was you? Maybe
someone else did it
MERLIN
I'd know my handywork anywhere. I
joined the worlds to bring peace,
and yet I split them for some
reason
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SAMANTHA
Could it be to do with Lilith?
MERLIN
Maybe... maybe. You must reforge
the bond between worlds if you
want to find me
SAMANTHA
And how in the hell do I do
that!?! I am just me, I'm just
normal
MERLIN
The sword, you must use the
sword. It was used to kill a
Merlin puts his hand on his forehead, tapping a finger
MERLIN (CONT'D)
It was used to kill an innkeeper,
does that make sense?
SAMANTHA
How....
MERLIN
Use the sword to summon Numue,
find a still lake, wait until
sunset and then throw the sword
into the lake. She can do what
you need
Merlin waves his hand in the air
SAMANTHA
Is it saf.....
Merlin pushes his hands forward and Samantha stumbles back,
as if pushed (lightly) by a invisible force.
MERLIN
Find sword, Summon lady, Merge
worlds, find me
Merlin whips his hand back and Samantha vanishes
Merlin stands alone, he looks down at the baby Arthur
MERLIN (CONT'D)
Why would I do that Arthur....
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EXT. ALLEYWAY - MOMENTS LATER
Samantha suddenly appears in the alleyway, it is as if she
has been running as she pops into view, she stumbles and Sean
catches her.
SAMANTHA
(to Sean)
Jeeze, thank you
(to bricky)
You're a dick
BRICKY
What have I done now?
SAMANTHA
You're Merlin
SEAN
He's Merlin?
SAMANTHA
Sorta... Merlin and the Dragon
are one
BRICKY
I'm not Merlin
SAMANTHA
No.. Well yes, You should be, but
you are not
(taking a second)
Well whole I suppose
BRICKY
Well I feel fine
SAMANTHA
Sean, we've got to find Excalibur
SEAN
The Sword?!?
SAMANTHA
Trust me, that may be the easy
bit
EXT. POLICE STATION. OTHER - LATER
We are outside the police station. Samantha and Sean are
talking as the walk inside. We follow them as they go.
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SEAN
It's here? At the station
SAMANTHA
No. Merlin said an Innkepper was
attacked with it. I'm hoping its
been reported.
SEAN
You didn't get anything else?
SAMANTHA
He touched my forehead
Samantha places her hand on her head
SAMANTHA (CONT'D)
Once he did that he seemed to get
distracted, he quickly spat it
out then pushed me back here
INT. POLICE STATION. OTHER. LIFT - CONTINUOUS
They enter the lift and Sean pressed a button
SEAN
So get sword, summon lady of the
lake, solve problem?
SAMANTHA
That's the plan, I doubt it'll be
that easy though
The lift doors open, and stood in front of them is the Devil
DEVIL
Hey Guys, hows it going?
SEAN
What do you want?
DEVIL
I just thought I'd pop up and see
my favourite humans. No need to
be all crusty
SAMANTHA
We're busy, sorry this is
important
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DEVIL
Ohhhhh, Can I help. Sounds like
fun. You have no idea how dull
Hell is
SEAN
Can't you find someone else to
bug?
DEVIL
Pleaseeeeeeeeee, come on I can
help. What'ya looking for?
SAMANTHA
Christ. Excalibur, we're looking
for Excalibur
DEVIL
Oh I know where that is.
Sean and Samantha both stop and turn to face him
SEAN
You know where it is?
DEVIL
Sure, you don't think I am going
to leave something like that up
here. Pfft I'm not like him
The devil points up into the air
DEVIL (CONT'D)
You can't leave something like
that just lying around
SAMANTHA
Can we have it?
DEVIL
Sure, give me one tick
The Devil just vanishes
SEAN
You trust him?
SAMANTHA
I don't know, maybe. He is the
devil though..
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SEAN
Something...
A ping in the air and the Devil is back
DEVIL
Some fuckers stolen it! Who the
fuck would steal it from me!
SAMANTHA
What do you mean stolen?
DEVIL
I mean. I had it, and now it is
not there. I mean demons, if you
can't trust them then who can you
trust
SEAN
So Merlin was right?
DEVIL
Wait, you've met Merlin, where is
he?
SAMANTHA
I saw him in the past, he told me
to get the sword and go to the
lady in the lake
DEVIL
Well I'm not going there
SEAN
You weren't invited
The Devil continues as if Sean had not said anything
DEVIL
She hates me. We had a fling and
well I said I'd call her back
SAMANTHA
You had a fling with the lady of
the lake?
DEVIL
She gets bored, I was around at
the time. I wanted to see if she
was... well you'll see
Sean stands there, hand on his forehead
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SEAN
So, you don't know where the
sword is. You won't come to the
lake. What exactly are you doing
here?
DEVIL
Alright big boy, blimey keep your
knickers on. I came to help but
as I am not wanted, then bye
The devil vanishes again
SEAN
Do we really have to deal with
that?
Samantha looks at him, then smiles a cheeky smile
SAMANTHA
Alright, keep your knickers on
SEAN
Don't you start
They walk over to a empty desk and Samantha taps away on the
keyboard
SAMANTHA
Huh
SEAN
Any luck?
SAMANTHA
Strangely yes. Hmmmm. Bar tender
was killed earlier. Killed with a
steel spike
SEAN
Sounds like what we're looking
for. So is the spike here?
Samantha looks down the screen
SAMANTHA
No, they couldn't remove it
SEAN
So it's still there?
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SAMANTHA
I guess so, lets go and see
INT. DIVEBAR - SOON AFTER
We are back in the Dive bar from EP4. The lights are dimmed
and the bar is empty. Samantha stands next to the spike
sticking in the wall
Samantha runs her finger along the spear, we hear a very
faint tingle noise as she does so.
SAMANTHA
I don't know, I feel connected to
it. Like it is a part of me
SEAN
But you can't shift it?
Samantha grabs it and tries to move it. It does not even
wobble
SAMANTHA
Not at all.
SEAN
How are we meant to get it out?
DEVIL (O.S.)
Why don't you give it a go big
boy
Sean and Samantha both jump and turn quickly in the direction
of the voice
SAMANTHA
For fucks sake, are you following
us?
DEVIL
No. Well sorta. I get bored.
The devil looks at Samantha
DEVIL (CONT'D)
The other night, wow
Samantha frowns at him
SAMANTHA
You'd better be joking
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SEAN
You're spying on us?
DEVIL
What else do you think we do? Sit
around the fires all the time
roasting marshmallows. Chill out
handsome, I've seen you too....
Sean shakes his head at this
SAMANTHA
Just tell us how to get it out of
the wall
DEVIL
No idea, like I said, get him to
have a go
Sean walks over to the spear and looks it over
SEAN
Why's it a spear
DEVIL
Timelines weird. Arthur was born
in about 500CE. The sword was
forged from the holy lance
SAMANTHA
Holy Lance?
DEVIL
Jeeze don't they teach you
anything? Holy lance? Spear of
destiny?
The Devil makes a stabbing motion
DEVIL (CONT'D)
Pokey pokey on christy wistey
SAMANTHA
So that thing?
Samantha points at the spear
SAMANTHA (CONT'D)
Killed Christ?
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DEVIL
Nah, he was already dead. They
used it to check
SAMANTHA
So it is cursed, or evil or
something? I thought Excalibur
was good
Sean has gone over the the spear and is looking at it
DEVIL
It is what it is, its enchanted.
King of kings blood. The Arthur
being the king of kings, and now.
Sean grabs at the spear and it pulls out easily. It changes
as he pulls it. Morphing from the spear into a longsword
DEVIL (CONT'D)
The blood king. Gettit?
Bloodlines... King.. Yadda yadda
yadda
SAMANTHA
So he is meant to be king?
SEAN
I can feel it, it's ... it's
talking to me
DEVIL
I don't think it works like that
any more, but he can use the
power of the sword, spear..
Whatever it takes the form it
needs
Sean looks over at the Devil
SEAN
What have you done?
Sean looks down at the sword
DEVIL
What haven't I done. You name it
I've done it!
SEAN
No, the sword. It's telling me
something. It knows what you did
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DEVIL
Hold on there tiger. What's it
telling you?
SEAN
It's saying.....
The Devil vanishes from the room, just pops away in a puff of
red smoke
SAMANTHA
What the hell was that about?
SEAN
I.. Its hard to explain. It's not
a voice, or a feeling. It's more
like an instinct
SAMANTHA
What was it telling you?
SEAN
He was.. He is working with
Lilith
SAMANTHA
You're sure?
SEAN
Yeah.. I think so. Yes. I can
just sense it. It feels right
SAMANTHA
But why?
SEAN
That I don't know..
INT. REDHOUSE. FRONT ROOM - CONTINUOUS
Lilith sits in a red front room, on a red sofa. Everything in
the room is red. She has a glass of rose on the table next to
her. She picks it up and takes a sip when the devil pops into
the room
DEVIL
They know. That bloody spear told
him
Lilith takes another sip, she has not even flinched at him
appearing
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LILITH
Sweetheart, just let things play
out. They would have known sooner
or later anyway
DEVIL
This has pissed on my chips and I
don't fucking like it
LILITH
Calm down, It is not important
DEVIL
It's risking to much, if they
know to much it could fail. They
should not have found out yet
LILITH
Look what are they going to do
next?
DEVIL
Nemue, taking the sword to her
LILITH
And then
DEVIL
Merlin
LILITH
So it is all going as we planned,
it is not an issue. Come sit down
Lilith pats the seat on the sofa next to her. The Devil goes
over and sits down. The Devil sits next to her. She grabs a
packet of cigarettes from the table, puts town into her
mouth. She clicks her fingers and a flame appears, she lights
them both and passes one to the devil. He takes it and has a
long drag of it.
DEVIL
I don't like it, I don't like it
at all
EXT. LAKE - SOON AFTER
Sean and Samantha are at a lake, we can see everything is
perfectly still and nobody else is around.
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SEAN
So I just throw it in?
SAMANTHA
That is what he said. He said
find still water, a lake and
throw it in
SEAN
I'm not going swimming to get it
if this all goes wrong
SAMANTHA
Well I cant get it. I couldn't
even pull it from that wall
Sean drops his shoulders
SEAN
Well here goes noting
He throws the sword into the lake, as far as he can. It hits
the surface and sinks below the water. Ten seconds or so pass
and the water returns to being still. Nothing else happens
SEAN (CONT'D)
Oh for Christ sake
SAMANTHA
Bit close to the bone?
SEAN
I really... do you think it is
cold?
NEMUE (O.S.)
It is very cold
Sean and Samantha turn around and see Nemue.
SEAN
What the heck is it with you guys
NEMUE
You guys?
Nemue is a centaur. Completely naked top half with her
breasts covered by her long flowing bright green hair. She
just stands looking at them
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SEAN
Immortals and sneaking up on
people
NEMUE
Who says I'm immortal?
SAMANTHA
You're looking good for someone
who has met Merlin
NEMUE
(snaps)
What do you know of Merlin?
SAMANTHA
(hesitant)
The dragon sent me to his past,
to see Merlin
NEMUE
Ahh, how is the brick?
SEAN
Depressing
NEMUE
You would be too if you had been
split in half
SEAN
Split in half?
NEMUE
(to Samantha)
You did not tell him?
SAMANTHA
I.. It didn't seem relivent
NEMUE
It is everything, Why do you
think he did it?
SEAN
Lilith?
NEMUE
Exactly. He did it to trap her
SAMANTHA
So what went wrong?
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NEMUE
Nothing, it worked perfectly
SAMANTHA
But she is out now
NEMUE
It was always going to happen,
you cant keep us trapped for
long. We have all been confined
at one time or another
SEAN
Even you?
NEMUE
Even me. SO the question is, what
are you willing to do about it?
SAMANTHA
Us? What can we do? Merlin...
past Merlin told me to find you,
so I could.. Errr find him.
NEMUE
So you're looking for Merlin. I
can help, but so you want it?
SEAN
What do you mean?
NEMUE
Nothing comes for free. I can
give you Merlin, or the key at
least.
SAMANTHA
He's trapped?
NEMUE
Of sorts
SEAN
So you can help?
NEMUE
Can you live with it?
SAMANTHA
Explain, what would we have to
live with
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NEMUE
Merging the dragon and Merlin
with have consequence, nothing is
without price
SEAN
So you keep saying, but what IS
the price?
NEMUE
(To Sean)
Your world will change
(To Samantha)
As will yours
SAMANTHA
How will it change?
NEMUE
Maybe for the better, maybe for
the worse. I do not know.
SEAN
Urgh this is pointless. Do you
ever answer a question?
NEMUE
I have answered
SEAN
Do you ever answer it straight?
NEMUE
I have done, now decide
descendent of kings
SEAN
Me, why do I have to decide?
NEMUE
You bought Excalibur home, you
have to choose.
SAMANTHA
Do it!
SEAN
Do It? I don't even know what IT
is! I could turn everyone into a
vampire, or worse!
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SAMANTHA
What choice do we have?
SEAN
There must be another way
(to Nemue)
IS there another to kill Lilith?
NEMUE
You can't kill her, she is one of
the immortals
SEAN
Okay, more specific. Is there any
other way to trap her?
NEMUE
The only time she has been
trapped that I know of is when
Merlin did it
SAMANTHA
We have no choice Sean, it's this
or nothing
Sean resigns himself to the situation
SEAN
Okay, okay I'll do it
Nemue holds her hand out and a metal shard appears in it. She
hands it to Sean, he takes it
NEMUE
It is a shard from Excalibur. Use
it to split bricky. Once the
Dragon is released from its cage
it will free Merlin
SEAN
This will work?
NEMUE
This will work
SAMANTHA
Nemue, thank you.
NEMUE
Don't thank me, just.. Wait
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Nemue steps forward, placing one hand on Samantha and one on
Sean, they step back half a pace, like they had been pushed
albeit lightly.
SEAN
What was that?
NEMUE
I have carved wards on your bones
SAMANTHA
What!
NEMUE
It will protect you from all but
the worse attack, it will not
last forever so if you are
attacked I would suggest you run
SEAN
Run?
NEMUE
Quickly
SAMANTHA
Attacked, run... quickly. Got it.
(To Sean)
Come on Sean, lets go
NEMUE
So long, and thank you for
returning what was mine
Sean and Samantha turn away and start to leave. Nemue walks
into the lake the water not even rippling as she goes.
SEAN
Do you think this is a good idea?
SAMANTHA
I think it is our only idea
SEAN
Bricky ain't going to like it
SAMANTHA
Does he like anything?
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INT. SAMANTHAS HOUSE - LATER
The door opens, Sean and Samantha enter.
SEAN
Where's bricky
BRICKY (O.S.)
I am here
SAMANTHA
Where is everyone else?
They have walked to a shot where we can see all three of them
BRICKY
They got bored, they said they
were going to find a bar
SAMANTHA
That's not good. Two succubi and
a fairy walk into a bar
SEAN
Is there a punchline?
SAMANTHA
Trouble
BRICKY
Did you find what you needed
SEAN
Sorta..... You wont like it
BRICKY
Why?
SAMANTHA
Bricky, do you want to see Merlin
again?
MERLIN
Honestly I don't care, why would
I. I'm a brick
SAMANTHA
But you're the Dragon!
Sean has walked around so he is behind bricky, he is slowly
removing the shard from his pocket.
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SAMANTHA (CONT'D)
But together you are complete,
apart... well you're just a brick
BRICKY
Just a brick? Just a brick?
Sean brings the shard down and it hits the top of the brick.
The brick splits in an instant and sits there on the side.
Dead, just a split brick. The shard just vanishes from Seans
hand
SEAN
Did it work?
SAMANTHA
Bricky?
Nothing
SAMANTHA (CONT'D)
I was expecting, you know... like
fireworks or something
SEAN
What now?
SAMANTHA
Dunno, do we wait?
INT. REDHOUSE. FRONT ROOM - CONTINUOUS
Lilth and the Devil sit on the sofa. Lilith has straddled the
Devil and is taking a sip from her glass. The room wobbles
slightly
DEVIL
Wait.. Wait. It's happening. I
can feel it
LILITH
That's quicker than, ohh I feel
it
DEVIL
Silly, they've done it. Merlin is
out, they've actually done it!
They both leap up standing in the room, they look at each
other
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LILITH
What now?
DEVIL
Wait for it, wait for i.....
They suddenly move towards each other, almost to fast to see.
They merge together in the centre of the room. A huge blob,
writhing and morphing in the middle. Suddenly it turns to
stone. It cracks down the centre and falls away on both
sides. Lilith stands there alone.
She holds her hands out infront of her, looking at them as if
they were new.
LILITH
Oh, that's wonderful
She looks down at the floor, like someone who was speaking to
god would do the heavens.
LILITH (CONT'D)
My love, thank you. I feel
complete.
She walks out of the front room, door slamming behind her.
EXT. REDHOUSE. - CONTINUOUS
Lilith walks out of the front door and out of the house. She
turns to the house and clicks her finger. In a instant the
house just vanishes. One moment it is there the next it is
gone
She turns to the camera and walks towards it. She continues
walking as she says
LILITH
This is going to be so much fun!
And then she walks past the camera and out of shot
INT. SAMANTHAS HOUSE - MOMENTS LATER
Sean and Samantha sit looking at the brick
SEAN
Well we can't stay here forever

33.
SAMANTHA
What are you thinking?
SEAN
I think we go and find where the
others have gone, and see what
they think
SAMANTHA
Works for me
EXT. STREET SAMANTHAS HOUSE - CONTINUOUS
We have a shot of the door, we are quite close in on the
door. It opens and Samantha and Sean exit. As they do we pull
back, we can see there faces. They are shocked at what they
see.
SEAN
What...
SAMANTHA
The fuck?
The camera pans on a slow 360, we can see unicorns and
carriages on the road, with normal cars. Each light is
different in sequence. One is what we would consider normal,
then there is a Victorian gas type one. The houses are the
same.
Suddenly we hear a large explosion type noise from behind us,
the camera spins 180 and Sean and Samantha run past us into
the middle of the street.
A huge flaming stream fires up into the sky in the distance.
The sky turns red as it hits, like all the clouds had been
instantly infected
A huge black colourless hole opens up and we see a massive
white lightning bolt come down and hit the ground somewhere
in the distance.
SAMANTHA (CONT'D)
That can't be good
END

